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Further reading
Watch this short ABC News clip about the 
merger and its implications for passengers: 
www.tinyurl.com/b8kp53j

There is some excellent exam advice on the topic 
of mergers and takeovers in Business Review, Vol. 19, 
No. 4, p. 5.
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Taxis, bosses and 
the world’s largest 
airline
On 14 February 2013 US Airways and American 

Airlines merged in a deal worth $11 billion (£7 
billion). This created the largest airline on the 

planet, with 6,700 daily flights and annual revenues of 
around $40 billion (£25 billion). The deal should offer 
passengers more travel options but probably at higher 
prices.

Higher fuel prices and the global financial crisis 
have taken their toll on the US airline industry, forcing 
firms into takeovers or mergers with rivals. This latest 
merger follows that of other US airlines:
•	 Delta Air Lines acquired Northwest Airlines in 2008.
•	 United Airlines and Continental Airlines merged in 

2010.
•	 Southwest Airlines took over AirTran Airways in 

2011.

This has reduced the US airline industry to just four 
operators (United Airlines, Delta Air Lines, Southwest 
Airlines and the newly enlarged American Airlines), 
with a combined market share of around 75% of the 
US market. Critics of the latest merger are concerned 
that the US airline industry now has fewer incentives to 
keep prices at a competitive level. Others believe that 
the strength of Delta Airlines and United Airlines (the 
two largest US airlines before the latest merger) will 
intensify competition with the newly formed American 
Airlines, producing better customer service for 
passengers.

Questions
1 Give three reasons why US Airways merged 

with American Airlines.
2 Discuss whether a reduced number of airline 

carriers can intensify competition in the US 
airline industry.

Paul Hoang keeps you up to date with 
developments in the business world
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Britain’s best boss
What makes a great boss? According to Britainsbestboss.
com, in association with BT, the best bosses ‘help 
their employees to reach their full potential on the 
job and take practical steps to help them achieve a 
healthy work–life balance’. Bosses need to recognise 
that individuals may need flexibility to enable them 
to meet their work and home demands, such as time 
off to attend their child’s school play. The website gives 
other tips for entrepreneurs striving to be great bosses 
(see ‘Further reading’).

Find out more about our full  
range of magazines and online  
archives of back issues at  
www.philipallan.co.uk/magazines 
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Taxi to China
In February 2013 China’s largest car maker, Geely, paid 
£11.4 million for London Taxi International (LTI), the 
producer of the iconic black taxi. LTI (also referred to as 
the London Taxi Company) went into administration 
in October 2012 after 5 years without making any 
profits, with most of its workers set to lose their jobs.

The Geely deal will safeguard production at LTI’s 
Coventry plant and secure the British association with 
the London black taxi, while developing it as a global 
brand. Geely announced the retention of LTI’s 107 
employees and, in a rare move following a takeover, 
also said it plans to rehire the workers who were made 
redundant during LTI’s successive losses between 2007 
and 2012.

Geely’s factory in Shanghai — established in 2006 
as part of a joint venture when the company bought 
a 19.97% stake in LTI — will focus on building taxis 
for the left-hand-drive market. Optimists welcome the 
financial backing and resources that Geely can invest 
in LTI, with the development of new models being key 
to the firm’s long-term survival in the taxi market. 

Further reading
See the implications of Geely’s takeover of LTI in this 
BBC clip: www.tinyurl.com/a785swh

Find out more about the London taxi and its history 
at www.london-taxis.co.uk/index.jsp

Nancy Walls writes about the future prospects for 
China, including its continued investment, in Business 
Review, Vol. 19, No. 4, pp. 31–33.

Further reading
Read more about what entitles an employer 
to be considered as Britain’s best boss: 
www.britainsbestboss.com/top-tips-for-best-boss

Ian Marcousé writes about the importance of 
corporate strategy and how good bosses implement 
this in Business Review, vol. 19, No. 4, pp. 19–21.

You should also look at the regular ‘Entrepreneurs’ 
feature in Business Review. For example, you could 
compare and contrast the leadership styles of Ivanka 
Trump (Vol. 17, No. 2, pp. 8–9) and Paris Hilton 
(Vol. 19, No. 3, pp. 16–17): which one would make 
the better boss and why?

Questions
1 Who are the winners and losers in Geely’s 

takeover of LTI?
2 Discuss the driving forces, financial and 

otherwise, behind Geely’s strategic move to  
buy LTI.

Questions
1 What makes a great boss and why?  Does it 

matter whose perspective we view this question 
from?

2 How important is it, if at all, that great bosses 
understand every aspect of the operations of 
their organisation?
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